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Curriculumm Vitae 

Saraa Newberry Raposo de Magalhaes was born to Marie Therese Newbery 
Patuccaa and José Emilio Abreu Raposo de Magalhaes, in the early hours of 
Novemberr 12th, 1973. I t had been an exceptionally warm November, even 
forr Portuguese standards. Her parents were dog-sitting for an aunt. The 
dog,, whose name has been lost along with the aunt's identity, had pissed 
onn the kitchen floor. While Sara's mother leant down to clean the mess, 
Saraa decided the time was ripe to inaugurate the world. And so it was that 
shee was born at half past midnight on S. Gabriel's clinic in Lisbon. Sara 
celebratedd her arrival by screaming very - very! — loudly. This fact has 
beenn corroborated by several ear-witnesses. One hundred and sixty-four 
dayss later, not quite as loudly, democracy was inaugurated in Portugal. 

Att the age of three, she joined the Joao de Deus kindergarten in Bairro 
Alto.. This has been decisive in her life, for until now Sara has spent as 
manyy nights as possible in this neighborhood of Lisbon. Strangely, bars 
andd pubs proliferate in the area. At the age of six, she moved on to Lycée 
Frangaiss Charles Lepierre, Lisboa, where she attended elementary and 
highh school. The Lycée is responsible not only for her exceptional French 
andd undergraduate training, but also for some of her most exceptional 
friends.. Filipe, the famous 'on-off was the son of her elementary school 
teacher.. Joao, the 'grouchy smurf, became her best friend following a 
particularlyy nasty message Sara wrote in her notebook (- do you get that? 
theyy still don't). Around puberty, the group of friends enlarged with, 
amongg others, Paolo Blanco, Yann, Yves, Ana, Pilar, Sarmento, Pedro 
Alves,, Bébé, Mido, Christelle. Sara's parents called them O Bando ('the 
flock').. Coincidently, they all shared a flying imagination. Rucha and Erica 
aree responsible for Sara's debut in alternative culture and politics. With 
them,, she participated in demonstrations of a maximum of 15 people. 

Att the age of eighteen, she applied for biology at the Faculty of Sciences, 
Universityy of Lisbon (FCUL). Like much of what happens in Sara's lif e 
thatt really matters, this decision was taken... for no obvious reason. She 
mightt equally have chosen journalism or theatre. At FCUL she joins 
Cloacaa (Marta Moita, Filipa Vala, Martim, Monica, Rita, Renata, Daniel) 
andd also meets Pat & Pat (- whom, unlike Dupond & Dupont, do not wear 
aa moustache and never agree with each other). Pat & Pat engaged 
repeatedlyy on incredible discussions, - in code. For example, 'If you have 
problemss with your liver, go to the movies alone'. Often, these discussions 
weree enriched with arguments about evolution. Sara, perhaps because the 
codee had lost her, decides for evolution. 
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I nn 1993, she takes part on an expedition to Portugal's paradise island, 
thee Berlengas (sorry, no coconuts.) The research project is coordinated by 
Otavioo and is part of a study on adaptive radiation of lizards in the Iberian 
Peninsula.. The work at Berlengas comprises both capturing and marking 
lizards,, collecting blood samples for phylogeny studies and behavioural 
observationss of marked individuals. Sara has an outstanding record of 
observationss of a particular lizard, marked Yellow-Green-Yellow. Yellow-
Green-Yellow,, Sara finds out, has a peculiar behaviour: it spends most of 
it ss time sunbathing outside its hole. As Otavio wil l later explain Yellow-
Green-Yelloww is in fact an old and crippled lizard. 

I nn 94-95, Sara and Marta Moita take a 10-month Erasmus scholarship 
too study in Toulouse. There, Sara takes courses on animal behaviour and 
neurobiology.. In Toulouse, Sara meets the second Marta of her life, Marta 
Artal,, with whom she wil l later share the house in Amsterdam. Among all 
thee partying in Toulouse, Sara claims, she also learned a lot. She 
graduatess from Biology at FCUL in 1995. 

Fromm Toulouse, to Lisbon, and on to Amsterdam: in 1996, Sara gets a 
LeonardoLeonardo da Vinci scholarship for a training project, supervised by Frank 
Bakker,, at the University of Amsterdam. The project studies the 
mechanismss underlying the coexistence of two predatory-mite species that 
co-occurr on cassava plants and share the same mite-prey. The training 
projectt leads to Sara's writing of a PhD project, to be supervised by Mous 
Sabeliss and Frank Bakker. The project is awarded a Marie Curie 
Fellowshipp in 1997. Sara's PhD comprises cooperation with IITA in Benin 
andd with EMBRAPA in Cruz das Almas, Brazil. Putting her natural talent 
forr field work to a good use, experiments are set up in Cruz das Almas on a 
locall  cassava field. When returning to the field to collect data, Sara is 
unablee to locate her experimentally-manipulated cassava plants. The place 
seemss correct. She turns to a sleepy field worker and asks him, 
desperately,, whether he had seen her plants. The field worker slowly lift s 
hiss head and replies 'Yes indeed, I did... but along came a donkey and ate 
them.' ' 

Inn 2000, Sara gets funding from the Portuguese government (Fundacao 
paraa a Ciência e Tecnologia) for a project to continue her PhD research. 
Thiss time she is supervised by Mous Sabelis and Arne Janssen. The project 
addressess indirect and behavioural interactions in a greenhouse food web. 
Fieldd work is not required. Sara's PhD research has already produced four 
papers.. In addition, she has submitted two others and is preparing two 
moree papers. Sara wil l defend her PhD thesis on April 23rd, 2004 at the 
AulaAula of the University of Amsterdam. Then she wil l move on to France, to 
workk with Isabelle Olivieri at the University of Montpellier. Her post-doc 
fellowshipp was awarded by the European Community. 

Sara'ss CV would not be complete without a historical note. Sara's family 
treee is an intricate one. At the occasion of her brother's wedding, for 
example,, the photographer requested a picture with the parents. Excluding 
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thee bride and groom, eight individuals promptly approached the 
photographer.. Fernao de Magalhaes is an acclaimed hero of Portuguese 
Historyy of the XVI century for being the first navigator to go around the 
world.. Is he, or is he not Sara's great great great great great grandfather? 
I tt appears it cannot be proven that he is. Interestingly, however, it can 
alsoo not be proved that he isn't. An essential piece of this historical puzzle 
hass been contributed by the Modern Synthesis: Sara does not share his Y 
chromosome.. Long live biology. 

hastahasta la vitoria siempre! 
Filipaa eke GueVala, Oeiras, 18.02.04. 
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